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    Suiji, Engo’s pointer: Beyond the mountain, seeing smoke, at once you know 

there is fire.  Beyond the fence, seeing horns, you figure out there is a cow.  Given one 

corner you grasp the other three.  

  

Finally, starting from today, I will be giving teisho on this Zen book, this Zen 

record of words called the Blue Cliff Record.   But I have to say that being so old, being 

in my ninety seventh year, I have to wonder how deeply I will be able of giving teisho on 

this.  It is going to be difficult, there are many different meanings of this word “difficult,” 

but in any case, it is going to be difficult.   

 One way to approach the word difficult is to approach it from the sense of the 

complete, perfect person.  In Buddhism that means the complete human personality.  It 

means the absolute human, the total human being.  I think that all of you have 

experienced many different things in your lives, but I think throughout all of your 

experiences, you have experienced yourself to be not a completed, total person. But, 

perhaps many people in general think “I'm perfect, I’m just fine the way that I am.” But, I 

feel that you feel, more and more deeply, that in all the different roles in your life, you 

feel sharply that you are imperfect self,that you are in complete, “I am not a complete 

husband, I am not a complete wife.  I became an adult, but I am not a complete adult,” 

and so on and so forth.   Therefore, the more practice that you do, the more deep your 

practice becomes, the more sharply you will feel how difficult it is to manifest yourself as 

the complete self.  

When I began lecturing on this Blue Cliff Record, I can’t remember exactly how 

many days it took me, but I started speaking about the preface to this.  For those of you 

who heard those talks on the preface, I think you got a pretty good idea of what Zen is, 

what Buddhism is.  For those who heard those talks, I repeated over and over again, how 

Buddhism is arriving into the lineage of the sacred life, so you should understand this, 

now.  
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When we talk about saintliness or sacredness, that word is in contra distinction to 

the word, the ordinary or secular life.   So, there are these two opposing forces, the sacred 

or saintly point of view, and the secular point of view. According to Buddhism, those two 

perspectives come into being through the functioning of the two opposing functions.  The 

activity of your birth and the activity of your death are, both sacred, saintly, holy 

activities.  We speak of the sacred activity, but if we analyze it in Tathagata Zen, we can 

simply see that it is comprised of two activities, the sacred activity and the secular 

activity. These two opposing functions, taken together as it has been transmitted in 

Buddhism, also are known together as the Tathagata activity. There is no activity that is 

other than this activity of the Tathagata, this Dharma activity, according to the Buddhism 

teachings, whether it is the activity that leads to sacredness, or the other activity that leads 

to total annihilation, that is why it is difficult.  No matter how many days I might try to 

talk about it, for you to come to understand the principle of two opposing activities, for 

you to come to a clear understanding that all activity is included within the Dharma 

activity is difficult.  

When Buddhism describes the Dharma activity to be the activity that doesn’t 

exclude anything, it talks about the Dharma activity as being the manifestation of the 

activity of true love. Even the activity of dying is manifest through the activity of true 

love.  Even the activity of being born is manifest through the activity of true love. You 

may understand this to a certain degree, just through the words of it, and think, “Oh yeah, 

that makes sense to me,” but the more you truly understand it, the more you will 

understand how difficult it really is.  That is say, that you will understand how difficult it 

is to actually practice it.  If you listen to these talks you come to understand that 

Buddhism describes itself as the teaching of love, or the teaching of Buddhist 

compassion.  

 Students of Tathagata Zen will come to understand that Buddhism is the teaching 

of love, which in Buddhist terms, the teaching of jihi, the teaching of mercy.  Buddhism 

takes true love and analyzes it into two kinds of love expressed by this word jihi.  The 

word jihi is comprised of two characters, ji and hi, and so there is this ji love of affection, 

we might say, and the hi love, of mercy.  These two kinds of love can be expressed 

traditionally as the love of karuna and the love of maitre. What kind of love is the loving 
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of karuna?  And what kind of love is the maitre love?  The more one practices, the more 

one comes to deeply, deeply understand how inadequate, how insufficient one is.   In 

other words one comes to understand that one doesn’t do the karuna love, enough, one 

doesn’t do the maitre love, enough.   More and more one comes to understand that even 

with one’s friends; one isn’t a good enough friend.  No matter what we do, more and 

more deeply we will come to understand that we do it insufficiently.  That is what I mean 

when I say that it is difficult, to give teisho on the Blue Cliff Record is difficult and to 

listen to teisho on the Blue Cliff Record is all difficult.  The more you investigate it, the 

more you will see how difficult it is.   

When we speak of the sacred or the holy it is talking about the complete or 

prefect.  And where does that sacredness come from?  It is born from the activity of 

secular ness, worldliness, ordinariness.  Without wordiness, there will be no birth of the 

sacred. We speak of the sacred, but it is we worldly people who, as a result of our 

activity, manifest sacredness.  When we look at the results of our own activity, we will 

more and more sharply come to see that those results are not sacredness, and that is how 

we will see that we are, as yet incomplete, not yet enough.  What sort of a result is the 

result called sacredness?  That sacred result is, in fact, the manifestation of a state that 

was manifest before worldliness was born.  It can be called neither sacred nor not sacred.  

What kind of a result is that?  What kind of an activity is that activity result of 

sacredness?  The sacred activity, the holy activity, according to Buddhism, is neither holy 

nor not holy.   

Neither good nor not good, it is absolute zero, the manifestation of total zero, that 

is the teaching of Buddhism .As I have told you many times before, the teaching of 

Buddhism says that both the worldly perspective and the sacred perspective are both 

products of the activity of zero. The result of the sacred activity is zero, and the inevitable 

result of the sacred activity is zero, sacredness is also zero.  It is absolutely inevitable that 

the worldly view will come to manifest itself as sacredness.  And it is just as inevitably 

that sacredness will come to manifest worldliness. Certainly it could be said that the 

worldly activity manifests worldliness and the sacred activity manifests sacredness, but 

Buddhism says that in the process of those, without fail , both will manifest the zero 

activity,  so both could be described, so both and  neither could be described, as secular 
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To understand what I just said and then to come to be able to do that, to practice that 

yourselves, is very difficult. 

When I was fourteen years and one week old, I went to the temple to study 

Buddhism, to study Zen and I didn’t know anything.  I didn’t know the east was east or 

the west was west.  That was eighty years ago.  That was the past of eighty years ago.  

Therefore, I have been learning Buddhism, I’ve been practicing Buddhism, for over 

eighty years.  I have come through more than eighty years of practice, and now more and 

more, deeply I can say, that it is difficult to totally grasp Buddhism.  You must sharply 

investigate for yourselves what this difficultly is.  If you practice you will clearly come to 

understand that Buddhism is the teaching of mercy.   

I know that lots of people say lots of different things about Buddhism, that 

Buddhism is the teaching of enlightenment, Buddhism is the wisdom teaching, and so on 

and so forth, but from my point of view it is clear that Buddhism is the teaching of doing 

acts of love, compassion, mercy.  And more and more, more deeply, more deeply, one 

comes to understand how difficult it is to do those acts of love, mercy.  The conclusion, 

therefore, is that the meaning of “difficulty” is that it is difficult to do acts of love, mercy, 

and so we must ask, in conclusion, what are those actions?  What are those acts of 

mercy?  What is so difficult?   

We have all been born into this world, we all have appeared in this world and 

therefore, it is incumbent upon us to follow the natural law of being existent beings, of 

existing.  All having been born, we all have appeared, we all are existing, and we all have 

selves, we all have "I am" selves, but it isn’t simply a matter of just existing, we have to 

grow up.  Growing up, developing, when that process occurs, according to Buddhism, the 

inevitable result is that that process is manifesting the condition of “not needing to grow 

up, anymore.  We are all alive here so we, I suppose we can say, have not yet met up with 

the activity of death, so we don’t think about the dying activity that much, but it is 

absolutely inevitably that you all will have to encounter dying.  When you encounter the 

dying activity, you may think, “I don’t want to die.  But no matter how you cry and 

scream about it, you will not be able to escape from the dying activity.   

Buddhism teaches that we must live, but Buddhism also teaches that without fail, 

we will manifest the condition of not needing to do the living activity, anymore.  Not 
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needing to live, anymore, to manifest the wisdom that truly understands that natural 

principle now while you are still young and have energy, strive to manifest that wisdom, 

that is the teaching of Buddhism. I tell you this same thing over and over again, but for 

some reason you just don’t seem to get it.  Maybe it is because you have not seen death in 

the eye yet, real practice just doesn’t seem to arise in you.   

For beginners, therefore, to try to foster this spirit of real practice in you, the first 

question given is, how do you transcend the human world?  The human world means 

needing to do the living activity, how do you transcend that?  From there, many different 

koans are born.  Through passing all of those many koans, the wisdom will arise that 

understands this state of not needing to live, anymore.  If you study this principle, if you 

learn this natural law of not needing to live, anymore, then you, the teachings of 

Buddhism says that inevitably you will manifest the wisdom that thoroughly know it and 

will come to rest.  That self that does not need to do the living activity, anymore, is the 

complete, perfect self.  But, within the process of that self being manifest, that self 

receives love. That self does the activity of receiving love from mother and father, and in 

this case, because it is doing the living activity, this self receives the love of karuna, from 

mother and father.  

  When I look back on my own life, I can very deeply think and feel how difficult it 

was for me to finally come to manifest the condition of not needing to live, anymore.  

After I got really serious about Zen practice, it took five or ten years to be able to do that.  

Why is it so difficult?  This self who does not need to do the activity of living, anymore, 

must enter the world that we call the will less world, or the world of no thinking, the 

world of total rest.  Buddhism says that that world of rest is called the will less activity, 

the activity of will-lessness, and one comes to clearly understand how difficult it is to 

enter that will less state.   

When, however, this state of will-lessness occurs, Buddhism teaches that then the 

opposite activity, the dying activity, wakes up and does the activity of helping that state 

of will-lessness, helping that state of rest to continue.  Perhaps you really spirited folks 

think, the spirited ones among you, might think, “Hey, if I manifest the condition of not 

needing to live anymore, I won’t need anybody’s help.  I can rest just fine, by myself.  

But, Buddhism says that it is not possible by your self, to manifest that state of 
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thoughtless, that state of will-lessness, that state of rest. Tathagata Zen says that you must 

carefully contemplate that this state of will-lessness, this state of no thinking, requires the 

dying activity to help it, to maintain it, help it rest.  I have said this many times before, so 

perhaps some of you are thinking, “Oh, who cares about this.  I have heard this many 

times before,” and it might be rude to say, but it is because it is you are thinking that that 

you can’t really hear teisho.  

 When the state of not needing to live anymore is manifest, then Buddhism 

teaches that it is the dying activity that nurtures that state of rest,  that takes care of that 

state. That dying activity that nurtures, that takes care of this state of rest, which is the 

manifestation of not needing to live anymore, is the opposite function of the living 

activity.  If we say that the living activity is the husband, then the husband does living 

until he manifests the state of not needing to live anymore, and then it is the wife, the 

dying activity, that nurtures that state of rest of the husband’s not needing to live, 

anymore.  [tape change]  

The husband might talk really big, but the fact is that when he enters the state of 

rest, it is only through being helped and cared for by his wife, by the dying activity, that 

he can truly rest in peace, that he can enter that state of “amen”, that is the Buddhist 

teaching and Tathagata Zen takes that Buddhist teaching and says, “You have to manifest 

that yourself, you have to do that activity yourself.”  The husband manifests living and 

the wife then nurtures that state of not needing to live, anymore.  But, that state of not 

needing to live anymore, that is an activity that is a will-less activity.  The one helping 

and the one being helped, both sides, are acting without will.  Without fail, the wife will 

help the husband and lead the husband into that state of peaceful sleep, anmen.  

 I’m sorry, a couple of sentences ago, I said “amen,” but it should have just been 

anmen.  This teisho is something that this translator probably hasn’t heard before, so he 

should be careful.  This state of will-lessness also has a limit and when it reaches its limit 

that is when the condition of awakening, of eyes opening, is manifest.  When the eyes 

open in this instance, for the first time a new self is manifest that now says, “I must now 

die.”  This is truly an awesome situation and Buddhism says that we all will encounter 

this.  The wife is the dying activity.  If we say that the husband is the living, the plus 

activity, then the wife is the minus activity.  
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  A self lives and then manifests a state of not needing to live, manifests that rest, 

and then awakens and manifests a self that must die.  The self that had been living, now 

must transform itself, ghost itself, phantom itself into a self that now must die.  You have 

to grasp this Buddhist teaching of the necessity of the self to take on the form of its 

opposite.  If you do Zen practice you will come to the point of realizing, “Yes, that is the 

way that it is.” But, if you don’t have this experience for yourself, you never will be able 

to truly understand it.  I had been living and through being helped by my wife, I 

manifested that state of peaceful rest, of not needing to live, anymore, but now I have 

awakened and now I have to take on the role of my wife, become the wife activity and do 

the activity of dying.  You must contemplate this for yourself so that you can come to do 

this for yourself.   

The manifestation of the condition of not needing to live anymore is called the 

manifestation of the ultimately large cosmos, or the ultimately large home, or ultimately 

large time.  This state of the ultimately large cosmos, of ultimately large time, then begins 

to do the activity of returning back to its source.  When I say the source, I mean the root 

source, the condition of the origin, prior to the birth of the self.  And then Buddhism says 

that it is inevitable that the state of not needing to die, anymore, will be manifest.  

 When it is no longer necessary to do the dying activity, then just in the same way 

as when it was no longer necessary to do the living activity, then Buddhism teaches, 

again perfect rest can be manifest.  When the minus activity, the wife, the activity of 

dying doesn’t need to work anymore, and can rest, then it should go without saying that it 

is the husband, the plus activity, the living activity that nurtures that state of peaceful rest.  

Without fail, the living activity will help to maintain this state of rest, which is the state 

of not needing to die, anymore.  

 Without fail, the living activity will support that rest.  Finally, the minus, finally 

the wife, can totally rest, because she is being helped by her husband to rest.  This is also 

a state of will-lessness.  This is the state where the dying activity, the minus activity, 

manifests will-lessness.  It is from this state that the plus activity, living activity, comes to 

manifest will, but that is later on in the story.  This, like the other, is also a state of will.  

This state of will-lessness, in which the plus activity, the husband, is helping the minus 

activity, the wife to peacefully rest, will inevitably reach its limit and when that limit is 
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reached, then living occurs. This is when the living activity, the living self, is manifest. 

This is when birth is manifest; this is when the living activity comes to appear in clear 

opposition to the dying activity. 

 Plus and minus both have their eyes open and are in opposition to each other, are 

facing each other, separate from each other.  I have told you this many times before.  

When plus and minus are facing in this way, what kind of a situation is it? As I have told 

you so many times up until now, when plus and minus are facing in this way, there is a 

distance manifest in between them.  And that distance is the very start of the "I am" self, 

as I also have told you many times.  When this distance which is called "I am" appears, 

comes to be manifest, as I also have told you many, many times before, it appears 

through the activity of receiving one-hundred millionth of the living function, and also 

one hundred millionth of the dying function.  Now, for the first time, you can clearly 

understand what it means to be born.  

 The time has come to stop, but I’ve just gotten to the place where it is the really 

fun part, and now it is time to stop, so I think “Oh, darn.”  Before this teisho, I simply 

read the first word, suiji.  That is usually translated as “the pointer.”  It means to teach 

compassionately, to demonstrate compassionate teaching.  If you are a mother or father, 

you must do acts of compassion, therefore, Buddhism says that it is the very nature of 

being a human being to come to understand what acts of compassion are, and then to 

practice doing them.    More and more, you must come to understand what loving mercy, 

what Buddhist compassion is, and yet some of you are probably thinking, “That’s enough 

on the compassion, mercy, love stuff; let’s get on to the interesting part of the story.  

Though, maybe I’ll just leave it at this.  It is our very nature to have to come to know 

what acts of mercy are.   

The way that we all grew up was to receive acts of loving mercy from mother and 

father.  Having grown up in that way, Buddhism also teaches that it is just as inevitable 

that we encounter a time when we have to give back.  We have to ourselves be the one’s 

who voluntarily do these acts of loving mercy.  This is very important, we will all 

inevitably encounter this time, this state, this stage, this situation, this condition in which 

we realize that up until now we have been growing up through receiving the acts of 
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loving mercy from mother and father, and now it is our turn, now we must take the 

initiative in doing those same loving acts.   

So, the first part of the first three characters are pronounced suiji iwaku, and the 

translator did his best to put some sort of English in there.  I think that most people who 

give lectures on the Blue Cliff Record are thinking in somewhat the same way.  So, 

whatever was written by the translator wasn’t exactly false, because it was pretty much 

what everybody says, so it is just the normal, ordinary thing.  However, suiji, in fact 

means, mother and father offering down their hands of compassion and doing acts of 

loving  mercy for the sake of all of their children. So, the English that is written here, it 

must be said, is not sufficient.  It is not a good enough explanation.  It is necessary for me 

to speak more on suiji and loving mercy, but I’ll stop for today and I don’t plan to talk 

about it again tomorrow, either.  I’ll go on to the rest of the next part.  

In any case, the first part was something like “This Blue Cliff Record, when 

Master Engo was touched by Buddhism, then he felt the fear of Buddhism in his heart,” 

or something like that. But in any case tomorrow I’ll go on and talk more specifically 

about the specific kind of loving mercy, the kind of hand of compassion that Master Engo 

offers down to us.   If we lose this suiji, this offering down of loving mercy, then we 

come to think in imperfect, ideological ways and think, “My ideology is great and yours 

is bad,” and then we come to fight each other about that. “Our American democracy is 

great, no, no, our communism is great!” and people come to fight each other about that 

sort of thing.  No, no, both are no good, communism and democracy are no good, it is the 

Great Fundamentalism that is the good thing” some people will come to say that.  

Be very careful about this.  All three of these perspectives are similar to each 

other in that all three are asserting their ideologies from the point of view of an "I am" 

self that is recognizing an objective world, separate from itself. They all are philosophies 

based on that similar point of view.   

Reality is neither objective nor subjective, that is the Buddhist point of view.  

That which is neither subjective nor objective is only manifest through true love, and 

conversely, Buddhism can say that you will only come to understand when you have 

transcended subjectivity and objectivity.  That which is neither subjective nor objective is 

only manifest through true love, and conversely, Buddhism can say that you will only 
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come to experience true love for yourself when you have transcended subjectivity and 

objectivity.  If you fight you should win.  Don’t lose. But, when it comes to taking care of 

the situation after the fight is over, then both the winner and the loser have to cooperate 

together to manage that situation. And it can be said that it is up to the winner to do more 

of that.  The winner has a greater responsibly to take care of the situation after the fight.  

If husband and wife fight, it really is more of the responsibility of the husband to patch 

things up after the fight, you should all know that.  Or, maybe the husband is the weaker 

of the two, and in that situation it is up to the wife to take care of things after the fight.   

Now we Americans we just won a war, well it wasn’t really a war, it was more 

just like a fight.  But, in any case, we won and so now it is our responsibility to patch 

things up.  It is fun to fight:  Win, lose, win lose, “I won; I lost.” It’s fun.  But after the 

fighting is all done then, we have to clean up the situation.   

I began giving teisho on the Blue Cliff Record just at this time in history when 

America needs to clean up after its fight, and I thought to myself, “This is fate, this is the 

teaching of the time activity.”  In any case, we ended up fighting; we have to take care of 

the after fight.  You look at all the newspapers, hoping that a new ideology will be born, 

the ideology of truly taking care of the after fight, but I don’t see any of that in the 

newspapers.   With the birth of any taking care of the after war, post war situation or 

ideology, together with that new ideology, is of course, those who are saying, “Well, we 

really need to replace all of thousands of armaments that we used up, more bomb need to 

be built.”   

There is no doubt that Russia and Germany, France are all thinking, “We have to 

have arms, weapons, more powerful than America.”  There is no way that you can feel 

peaceful about this.  You would have to a fool to be at peace in this situation.  In any 

case, it is really the responsibility of those who think about these things, scholars and 

writers, to come up with a new ideology that will encompass taking care of the post war 

situation, but that hasn’t happened.   

“I like to do this, but I don’t want to do that.”  I’ll help in this, but I won’t help in 

that.”  That is what everyone is talking about, and then there are the ones who criticize 

the ones who are talking in the first place.  It seems that this taking care of the post-war 

situation is very difficult.  It seems as if there were a lot of college students who were 
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making a lot of noise in their anti-war demonstrations.  I wonder what they are doing 

now?  A new ideology, a new way of thinking, the whole situation must be born.  If it 

isn’t born the whole situation will never be settled. 

New ideologies will always be manifest; this has always been the teaching of 

Buddhism.  Now the Blue Cliff Record is calling out to you, “you must now manifest the 

birth of a new ideology in this situation. No matter how you think about it, this Blue Cliff 

Record, at this difficult time in history, I have taken up giving lectures on this very 

difficult text, and this concurrence is also the teaching of the time activity. All of you 

please open your eyes to manifesting a new ideology.   

The End 


